
Handoff
Throw away your lead routing spreadsheet. With 
Instant Booker your SDRs can instantly route and 
schedule handoff meetings in the right AE 
calendar every time. 

Integrate with your favorite tools

Make Meetings Happen
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Instant Booker is the fastest way to schedule handoff meetings from 
the tools you use every day. Our extension eliminates the need for 
lead routing spreadsheets and back-and-forth emails and replaces 
them with a one-click scheduling experience. 

Whether you’re on a cold call and need to book quickly from 
Salesforce, or communicating over email and need to coordinate 
multiple calendars, Instant Booker makes scheduling meetings on 
behalf of other team members a simple process. 

And with automated meeting templates and reminders, reps can 
stop worrying about manual follow-up and focus their energy on 
finding the next lead. 

No spreadsheets. No manual follow-up. No lost meetings. There is no 
scheduling experience like it.

What is Instant Booker?

Title

Loaction

Discription Book Meeting
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Route Meetings to the Right Rep

If company size

And country equals

Then assign lead to

And industry equals

+250

US

Healthcare AEs

Healthcare

{…}

{…}

{…}

{…}

Callie Mason
Account Executive

Use intelligent rules and round robin routing to automatically 
assign leads to the correct rep based on things like territory, 

company size, account ownership, and more. Chili Piper 
automatically assigns the meeting and books it in the right 

rep’s calendar.

What is Instant Booker?

Book Handoff Meetings From Anywhere

Outbound reps use Instant Booker to quickly book meetings 
without having to switch tools. The Chili Piper extension can be 

accessed from your web browser, Gmail, Outlook, Salesforce, 
Hubspot, Salesloft, Outreach and more. 

Contact

Account name

Email address

Owner

Katie Green

Acme Co.

katie.green@acme.com

Scott Haney

+ more



Eliminate no-shows with automated follow-up

Reply Reply all Forward

I look forward to talking to you tomorrow

P.S. If you need to re-schedule, you can use this link

Reminder reminder@chilipiper.com

to Mark, me

20

Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat
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9:30 AM

7:30 AM 8:00 AM 8:30 AM

9:00 AM 10:30 AM

11:00 AM 11:30 AM 12:00 PM

Scott Haney

Previous schedule Wednesday, Apr 1st 11:00 PM
Pick a new time with:

Track Meetings, Calls and Pipeline in Your CRM

Michael

Acme Co.

http://www.acme.com

Scott

First name

Account

Account website

Last name

ContactLead

Add them in Saleforce as a:

Send automated email and SMS reminders leading up to your 
meetings to make sure everyone attends. Reduce cancellations 

and no-shows by providing an easy way for prospects to 
reschedule with one click.

No more manual data entry. Chili Piper integrates with 
Salesforce and Hubspot CRM to automatically create new 

records and keep your CRM updated as meetings are booked, 
rescheduled, canceled, or missed. 
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What is Instant Booker?
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Other Features Include

Calendar Integrations

with GSuite and Outlook

Conference Integrations

with Zoom, Webex, GoToMeeting, Google Meet & 
Microsoft Teams

Automated Reassignment

when meetings need to be booked back into your 
round robin

No Show Management

so AEs don’t get skipped in your round robin

More Calendar Control

with Meeting Buffers, Daily Limits, Minimum 
Notice, and Reserved Blocks

Flexible Round Robin

 that adjusts for vacations, cancellations, and more
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No more spreadsheets

Chili Piper provides the 
most detailed real-time 
reporting on all your 
handoff activity. You can 
see what meetings have 
been booked and who 
booked them, who’s up 
next in the queue, and 
track cancellations and no-
shows.

Reps can book from 
anywhere

Reps can access Instant 
Booker from the apps they 
use every day. That means 
less time wasted jumping 
back-and-forth between 
systems. Other scheduling 
tools require reps to book 
meetings exclusively inside 
their app.  

The only tool for 
segmented sales 
teams

If you segment your sales 
teams by things like 
territory or industry, Chili 
Piper is the only tool that 
can let you automatically 
route leads to a specific 
round robin queue based 
on data in your CRM. 

The only purpose built 
tool for Handoff

Instant Booker is designed 
to make booking on behalf 
of other team members 
easy. Other scheduling 
tools require reps to 
impersonate prospects 
using their team member’s 
booking link. 

Instant Booker vs Basic Scheduling Tools



I'd rather have my reps on the phone dialing, setting up that next 
meeting, and closing that next deal rather than getting frustrated 

with where the next Excel cell needs to be filled out.

Andrew Froning
Sales Manager @ Justworks

Start booking instantly for only $25/user/month

BOOK A DEMO

Make Meetings Happen

The world’s best revenue teams use Chili Piper


